In [2] Robert Hermann introduced the concept of tangent vector fields on the space of functions from one manifold to another. He applied these to give a new proof of the Cartan-Kähler theorem. An example of such vector fields are maps from the jet space to the tangent bundle of the target space which commute with projections. It is this class of vector fields which we study here.
Using prolongations a Lie bracket operation is defined and justified on the grounds that it agrees with the primitive definition when the latter has meaning here. By similar methods an exponential expansion is deduced. An example is given which shows that the 1-parameter transformation groups on the function space cannot be considered a parameter space for a pseudo group in Kuranishi's sense [3] , for it need not involve infinite analytic mappings. 1 The referee observed that this is a special system of the form df/dt = F(dP/dxk, ■ • ■ ). Hence even in the analytic case, solutions need not exist (for k>l) with arbitrary initial conditions. In coordinates this is seen to be a Cauchy-Kowalewski system of order k. By uniqueness of Cu (i.e., analytic) solutions we see that in the C" case if go(x)=f(x, t), and g(x, t) is an integral curve starting at go, then g(x, t) =/(x, í+t). Thus, these integral curves, when they exist and are unique, behave as the orbits of a local 1-parameter group.
2. An example. Let N=M=E\ Euclicean 1-space. Let (x), (y), and (x, y, p) be coordinates on N, M, and /'(iV, M), respectively. Consider the 1-vector field 6(x, y,
We think of f(x, t) as the image of /o under a transformation Ft on functions:/(x, t) = Ft(fo).
To compare the action of Ft with M. Kuranishi's concept of infinite analytic mappings [3] , consider all convergent power series at the origin : /0 = 23anXn. Then
is not an infinite analytic mapping in Kuranishi's sense because the coefficient of x" in Ft(f0) is an infinite series in the coefficients of /o rather than a polynomial.
3. Lie bracket. If 0 is a ¿-vector field let ht: Jk-^M for -e<t<e satisfy h0 = ß and (dh,/dt)t=o = 6.2 U fEC°°(N, M), the ¿th prolongation of/, pk(f)ECx(N, Jk) is defined by pk(f)(x)=jkx(f). Similarly, the rth prolongation of h,, pT(ht)ECx(Ik+r, Jr), is defined by p(ht)(j7\f))=ix(htop\f)). Ô0X dl" ô0x a2?" <30x d'+1l" -+--.+ • • ■ + dy" dt dp", dtdx' dp,
dy dp* dp,\--j. o¿ dy" dt dp* dtdx' dp" ..
dy" dp" dp" .. .,• evaluated at jx+r(f). The result follows from Lemma 1. 
